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Children thrive on words of encouragements
and praise. If children feel good about
themselves, these good feelings will be reflected
in how they relate to friends, teachers and
others. Children who learn that they are
capable

and

competent

feel

good

about

themselves and their abilities. These children
are much more likely to do well in school than
children who think they can’t do things right.
Let’s

recognize

all

their

efforts

and

achievements and continue to encourage them,
so they will want to continue to please us.
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January is a month of preparation. Our sixth/ seventh grade
classes will prepare for their February Mid- Year Exams.
( Mid- Years are given only to Middle school grades)
In addition, classes will choose Science Fair Projects, do some
background research on their topics and conduct their
experiments. Later, they will set up data and Project Boards. I
cannot wait to see what our students will produce this year !!

For Our Students

1. Water is made up of two gases- Hydrogen and Oxygen
2. Water’s nickname is the Mickey Mouse Molecule (because
if you could see a single molecule of water, its shape is
similar to Mickey Mouse’s head)
3. Our Planet and your bodies are primarily made up of water.
4. All the water you drink is recycled water
5. You should drink at least 6-8 glasses of water per day.
Cheers to H2o

Thank you for your kind attention.
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THE
PARSHA
A PLACE
FOR THE
SHECHINA

WHO CAN
PLAY?

HE'S GOT
THE
MISHKAN
BLUES

In our last episode Hashem gave the Bnei Yisroel a load of laws that keep the peace between man and his neighbor,
from punishment to damages, to the laws of a Jew who becomes a slave. Just when you thought the month of Sivan
went from the fourth day to the sixth, we learned of the events that took place on the fifth day of Sivan as the
Parsha came to an end.
As our Parsha opens, Hashem tells Moshe, "If you think I was close to Bnei Yisroel at Matan (the giving of the) Torah,
pitch me a tent, because I'm dwelling among Bnei Yisroel from now on." Here's what Hashem has in mind: While the
Jews travel through the desert, living in temporary dwellings, Hashem, too, will travel the same way, dwelling in a
temporary, travelling Mishkan, which will be packed up every time the Jews move on to a different camping
ground. When the Jews are settled in Eretz Yisroel and build permanent homes, they will build a permanent
dwelling for Hashem's Shechina (divine presence), the Bait Hamikdosh.
Moshe is up at the summit of Har (Mt.) Sinai. He doesn't know it, but all heck is about to break loose down below.
There's major sinning sneaking up on the desert Sinai. Sinning that could destroy the bond between Hashem and
Bnei Yisroel. Hashem knows He has to strengthen the bond now, before it is too late! The Mishkan is the solution.
Hashem tells Moshe all about this travelling Holy Temple that keeps Hashem's Shechina right smack in the middle of
the Bnei Yisroel. With the Shechina resting among the people, no nation will be able to say that Hashem abandoned
Bnei Yisroel after their terrible sin.
The Mishkan project is a project for all the people. Hashem wants everyone to feel like they've got a hand in it. So
the rule is, that anyone who wants to donate materials will be welcome. And there's lots of material needed to do
the job. Of course, your standard gold, silver and copper will be needed as well as two "shoham" gems and twelve
other kinds of gems. Then you've got your linens, wool (some dyed blue and some dyed purple), goat hair and
"tachash" skins. Finally, you've got your Shittim wood, olive oil, spices for annointing oil and spices to make incense.
Where would all these materials come from? After all, this nation may be a holy one but they're just a bunch of exslaves living in a desert economy. Well, goat hair isn't much of a problem. But what about gold, silver and copper?
What is Bnei Yisroel, - a mining company? The answer is that Bnei Yisroel left Mitzrayim with a lot of wealth.
Remember that the Egyptians handed over their riches to bribe the Jews to leave faster after the ten devastating
plagues. If that weren’t enough, remember when those horses of Pharoh's army were drowned in the Yam Suf? Well,
they were adorned with precious jewels and metals. These riches floated to the banks of the sea where Bnei Yisroel
gathered them up. There were also Tzadikkim (righteous people) who found precious gems as gifts from Hashem,
when they received their portions of Mann in the morning.
Hashem tells Moshe to assign fundraisers to collect donations. The response is terrific. The Jews donate lots of
materials to the Mishkan, proving that their hearts yearn to be part of this holy endeavor.

Hashem provides Moshe with blueprints for the Mishkan. According to the diagram, the Mishkan is made up of
three sections:
*the Chatzair, (Outer Courtyard)
*the Kodesh (holy) and...
*the Kodesh HaKodoshim (holy of holies).
The outer courtyard, called the Chatzair, will be open to Leviyim and Kohanim as well as the average Ben
Yisroel who brings a sacrifice or gift to the Mishkan. This area will contain the large Mizbayach (altar) where
animal sacrifices will be offered. The Kiyor, a wash stand for the Kohanim, will also be placed in the
Chatzair, right by the entrance to the "Kodesh."
The structure in the Chatzair is an actual tent covered with the skin of the "tachash" (more on that later).
The tent is divided into two parts.
the Kodesh (holy) and...
the Kodesh HaKodoshim (Holy of Holies).
The first area you enter is called "Kodesh." This is where the Shulchan (Table), the Menora and the Mizbayach
Hazahav, (gold Altar) also known as Mizbayach Haketoret, (incense Altar) or Mizbayach Hapnimi (inner Altar),
will be housed. The inner sanctuary is called the Kodesh HaKodoshim, (Holy of Holies). The is the holiest area
of the Mishkan. This area will house the Aron (Ark) containing the two engraved Luchot, (tablets), which
contain the Aseret Hadibrot (Ten Commandments). Hashem's Shechina will rest on the Aron. From here
Hashem will speak to Moshe throughout the years in the desert. This area is so holy that no one but the
Kohain Gadol may enter, and even that privilege is granted only once a year on Yom Kippur. The Kodesh
HaKodashim is sealed off by a thick curtain called the Parochet.
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THE
ARON

THE
SHULCHAN

Since Moshe has never seen an Aron, Hashem shows it to him in a fiery vision. The Aron is made up of three
boxes that fit one into the next. The outer container and inner container will be made of pure gold. The
middle container will be made of shittim wood. A rim resembling a crown will be fitted on the outer container.
For travelling purposes two rings are attached to each side of the outer container. Gold-plated poles are
placed through the rings on each side of the Aron so that the Leviyim can carry the Aron. Covering the Aron
will be a block of pure gold fashioned with two images of Keruvim (angels), facing one another. These Keruvim
will have the faces of children. The Aron will contain the luchot, the tablets that are engraved with the Aserest
Hadibrot (Ten Commandments). As the centerpiece of the Mishkan, the Shechina of Hashem will rest above the
Aron. From here, Hashem's presence will emanate.
Imagine two bakery racks, each containing five shelves and connected by a tray with a crown-like awning three
quarters of the way down. This is what the Shulchan will look like. Just in case Moshe needs more of a visual
aid, Hashem shows Moshe the Shulchan in a fiery vision. The actual Shulchan made from wood covered with
gold, is the box portion, or the "table." For travelling purposes two rings are attached to each side of the
Shulchan. Gold-plated wooden poles are placed through the rings on each side of the Shulchan so that the
Leviyim can carry the Shulchan. The Shulchan's function is to hold bread loaves called lechem hapanim (show
bread). This bread has all kinds of significance attached to it. (check out Vayikra, Parshat Emor in a few weeks
for more details!)
The bread is shaped like a wide letter 'U' and is placed: - two on the actual Shulchan and ten more on the
open-back shelves made of golden pipes. The Lechem Hapanim will be replaced and eaten every Shabbat by
the Kohanim in the Mishkan. Even though the bread is a week old, there's a major miracle here which keeps the
bread fresh and warm just like it's right out of the oven. This sends a clear message to Bnei Yisroel: As long as
the Jews are immersed in Torah, Hashem will provide enough wheat in the fields to feed the nation. On the
Shulchan were placed two Capos (bowls) filled with a spice called levona.

In another fiery vision Hashem reveals the Menorah to Moshe. This is not like the menorah of Chanukah. This
Menorah has three arms on each side of the middle stem. The Torah explains that each arm is ornamented with
three types of decorations:
•Gavia (cup) - a cup or goblet design. This menorah has 22.
•Kaftor - This ornament resembles a knob or a ball. There will be eleven of these on the arms and branches of
the menorah.
•Perach - (Flowers). Some say petals, others say actual buds, like mini-sunflowers, of which there were 9.
The menorah will be molded of one piece of solid gold. Atop each branch, a cup to hold oil and a wick will be
formed. All the wicks faced toward the center one.
Hashem told Moshe to make a Mizbayach in the Chatzair of the Mishkan. The Mizbayach will be made from
Shittim wood covered with copper. It was to be hollow and filled with earth. This Mizbayach is called
THE
Mizbayach Hanechoshet (Copper Altar) or Mizbayach Hachitzon (Outer Altar). Each corner on the top had a
OUTER square block horn, open on top. The middle of the Mizbayach has a beam of copper called a karkov (border).
This was purely decorative and engraved with buds and flowers. Under the karkov is a Michbar made of reshet
MIZBAYACH (copper netting). This was the divider between the upper and lower half of the Mizbayach. When a Kohain
sprinkled blood from korbanot (sacrifices) onto the walls of the Mizbayach, some korbanot required the blood
to go on the upper half, while some went onto the lower half. For travelling purposes two rings are attached to
each side of the Mizbayach. Gold-plated wooden poles are placed through the rings on each side of the
Mizbayach so that the Leviyim can carry the Mizbayach.
Many miracles were associated with this Mizbayach.
•Though this Mizbayach was in the Chatzair, an open place, no matter how hard it rained, the fire never went
out.
•The fire burned day and night, and did not burn through the copper plating, or char the wood.
THE MISHKAN •The smoke of the Mizbayach always went straight up like a pillar, no matter how hard the wind blew.
The frame of the Mishkan will be fashioned with 20 foot beams of shittim wood. Each beam is placed vertically
into two silver sockets called adonim. Through two rings attached to each beam, one higher, one lower, and a
hole bore through each beam, will be placed gold-plated poles that hold together the frame.
The frame of the Mishkan will be covered with three layers of skins. The outer layer will be made of the skins
of rams, dyed red, and the skins of tachash. What's a tachash? Some say it's a kind of seal. Others say it is a
unicorn. Of course, since you can't find these creatures in the middle of the desert, Hashem will transport
them from their own habitats. This layer will fit the roof exactly. Not a drop will hang over the sides.
The middle layer will be woven from goat wool. This covering will drape over the entrance to the Ohel Mo'aid,
(tent of meeting) like the veil of a bride. The bottom layer will consist of ten tapestries. One will be able to
see these beautiful works of art from inside the Ohel Mo'aid, as they rest atop the frame like a ceiling. The
tapestries will be woven with multi-colored threads, with woven figures of eagles and lions threaded to the
cloth. The ten tapestries will be sown together, five to a group. The two groups of five tapestries will then be
linked together with loops and golden hooks right over the entrance to the Kodesh HaKodoshim, so that one
group will cover the Kodesh and the other group the Kodesh HaKodoshim. The Kodesh and Kodesh HaKodoshim
will be divided by a curtain, spun from multi colored thick linen threads, with cherub designs. This curtain is
called the Parochet.
The walls of the Chatzair (courtyard) will consist of net linen curtains hung from silver hooks that are attached
THE
to wooden shittim beams about ten feet tall. Before the entrance to the Mishkan will stand a multi colored
CHATZAIR linen curtain draped from four beams. The Bnei Yisroel will not be permitted to watch the services performed
in the Mishkan.

THE
MENORAH
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Aleph Beit
This week we learned the letter mem and
mem sofit. The children are really getting
to know their hebrew letters very well.
Parsha
In honor of Parshat Yitro we spoke about
how Bnei Yisroel received the Torah on
Har Sinai. We then discussed many of the
different Mitzvot we have in the Torah.
Honoring our parents, keeping Shabbat,
and not being jealous of what others have
are just a few we spoke about. We read a
book about how HaShem gave us the
Torah at Har Sinai called “when the world
was
quiet"
by
Phyllis
Nutkis.
Hebrew/Vocabulary
This week in honor of the letter mem. We
learned that mayim- is water. Mitriyahumbrella , and miskafayim- glasses all
begin
with
the
letter
mem.
Tu'b'Shevat
As we celebrated the new year of the
trees
eating
craisins,
raisins,dried
apricots, and other yummy dried fruits. We
learned how Tu b' Shevat is the day when
HaShem decides the coming year for each
tree. Which one will be fruitful, which one
bare.which one will fall, which one will
grow. Each tree is judged on tu 'b' Shevat.
The children were so excited to make
delicious
fruit
marshmallow
cakes.
English
Many of the children are beginning to
blend words that end with at,am,an. We
are slowly becoming poetry experts, as we
work to master the skill of rhyming.
Math
Addition and subtraction we have really
perfected. We will be soon moving on to
number11-30.
Science
We have begun learning our unit on
“plants". The children learned what a
stem, flower, root, and leaves are in
plants.
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If you walk down the hallway of Yeshiva Primary on a daily basis, you will
hear coming from our classroom, the beautiful voices of our students singing
and practicing songs for our upcoming Siddur Party. We have such great
voices and talent in our class!
Everyday we continue to practice our Hebrew reading and writing. We are
already reading full Hebrew words. We have almost finished learning to
write the whole Aleph Beis.
Every Monday, we have a very exciting Torah Parsha quiz competition on
the previous Parsha (portion) of the week that we learned. As always, we
learn “great” lessons from the portion of the week. In Parshas Beshalach we
learned how Nachshon ben Aminodov listened to Hashem and jumped into
the Red Sea with complete faith that Hashem would save him. He
encouraged everyone to follow him and, lo and behold, the Sea split for all
the Jewish people. All the class cheered in unison, “Go Jews Go!”
The class also cheered, “Moishe is true and His Torah is true” just like the
Jews in the Parsha cheered after seeing so many miracles happening to them
through Hashem’s messenger “Moishe Rabbeinu.”
Congratulations!!
Our recent Parsha winners were:

Moishe Mushayev, Eli Nikolayev and
Eliana Borochov

Our students of the week so far were:

Eli Kikorov, Eliana Borochov and Dovid
Muzichayev

Our student of the month is:

Chaim Shalomayev

We are so proud of all of them!
Looking forward to seeing all our parents and grandparents at the Siddur Party,
Tuesday, February 4, 2014 at 9:00am.
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Our first graders are moving full speed ahead with their reading. Their list of
familiar sight words is growing daily.We learn math at the beginning of the
day, when the students are most alert. We will be learning numbers up to
one hundred. Currently we are studying the life cycle of a butterfly. The
school has purchased beautifully illustrated books to enhance the childrens'
understanding in science. I purchased a butterfly nursery where they can
actually watch caterpillars grow, spin silk, form chrysalises, then emerge as
butterflies.

Elliot Kikirov is student of the month. Elliot has worked very hard at
his reading skills, and has become a wonderful reader. We are all so
proud of Elliot! Our students are excited about the amount of learning that
takes place in our classroom!
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Celebrating 2nd
Grade Awesomeness

Our Homework
Planners

What an am amazing month
this has been!!! Yes, second
graders I’m talking to you!!! I
am sooooooo proud of your
awesome work and devotion to
be the best students you can
be. First of all, I want to
congratulate you all on scoring
highly on our big math test last
week. Furthermore, congrats on
completing our 2.2B readers;
We are on our way to our new
2.3 readers. Lastly, we finally
completed our 2.0 phonics
books and we already started
working in our new 2.5 level
phonics books. Keep up the
awesomeness! I’m super proud
of you all!!!
For parents, please continue to
work with your child at home
based on classroom instruction.
As we educate your child during
the school day, we need your
help at home. Please support
your child so that he/she can
put forth his/her best effort
when completing assignments
and encourage your child to
foster good study habits.

Helpful Home Tips
Practice Addition and Subtraction
Read to your child
Have your child read to you
Ask questions that require more than a “yes” or
“no” answer when reading
Check homework planner books daily
(Check for teacher signature)
Check over your child’s homework
Make real-world connections related to skills
being learned
Most important make sure your child has a good
night’s sleep

Notes to Parents
1. Please check for your child’s homework
planner daily.
2. Some students are completing homework
and not turning it in. Please be sure to check
your child’s homework folder to ensure that
your child is turning in homework
assignments.
2. Parents, if you should have any questions
or concerns, please feel free to email me at:
Rebbebenmordechai@gmail.com
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This month in mechina we have
covered many topics and students
have been improving in their Hebrew
reading and writing. Students have
learned about Tu B'shvat, Shabbat
Parsha of the week, Jewish history,
reading and writing in Hebrew, and
the Jewish calendar. Selected students
presented and taught their classmates
about Shmuel Hanavi, King Shaul, and
King David. One of the most exciting
things that has occurred in class was
that each student received his/her
first siddur. We are all very proud of
the students accomplishments. In just
a few months, they have begun to
read Hebrew and now they are
davening from their own personal
siddurs. I know that each and every
student in mechina has the ability to
reach his/her life's potential if he/she
puts in the effort. I’m pleased with my
students progress thus far, I am
looking forward in seeing them reach
that potential.
Yeshiva Primary School News
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Our Hebrew class continues to focus on the importance of attaining and demonstrating middot tovot (good
character traits). One of the many Hebrew topics we are learning is parshat ha'shavua (weekly Torah
portion) where the students have found many examples of positive behaviors we want to learn from, as
well as those negative behaviors we do not wish to copy.
One example of positive behavior comes from the recent weekly parsha of va'aira in the book of Shemot.
We learned that the first three plagues of blood, frogs and lice were not brought about through Moshe but
rather by his brother Aharon. The reason Moshe did not bring on these plagues was because he would have
had to hit the water and sand, both of which had saved his life at different times. Moshe wanted to show
gratitude to these elements for having protected him, and he showed consideration for them even though
water and sand have no feelings. How much more so we should be considerate and grateful to our
relatives, teachers, and friends, who most certainly do have feelings, for all they do for us.
We also found an example in parshat va'aira and parshat bo of a negative behavior trait that we know is
wrong and how we should behave in the opposite way. Every time Pharaoh felt the pain and punishment of
the plagues he kept promising to end the slavery and let the Jewish People leave Egypt. But as soon as
Hashem ended each plague, Pharaoh did not keep his promise and continued in his wicked ways. We
realize that it is a much better middah to always keep our word, especially if we say we will do something
and not change our mind, even if our problem goes away!
Thank you to all the students of our class who behave in these considerate ways for the benefit of their
teachers and fellow classmates. Congratulations to Michal Shimunova for receiving the latest student of
the month award, which she truly deserved for displaying such good middot to all of her classmates.
A happy Tu Bishvat to one and all!
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This month in 3rd grade general studies,
we have learned many new things.
Students have learned about natural
resources:
coal,
oil,
life
cycle
of
butterflies,
frogs
and
mammals.
In
addition, in other areas we have learned
graphs, line plots, writing letters, proper
nouns and common nouns and much more .
We have finished our first in class
chapter book "The Chocolate Touch."
Furthermore, Students learned from "John
Midas" that having too much of something
is not good for you. Students have been
improving in their reading and writing
skills. They are working very hard and
are showing a lot of progress. Just a
reminder that students need to complete
their 20 minute reading assignment every
night and reading logs.
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Time just keeps on flying in Morah
Frumie's class! First,we would like to
welcome Yuval Papel who returned
from Israel and joined our class.
We have started a wonderful new
project, our very own dictionary.
Which is helping us to learn our
Hebrew language. We have also been
reviewing our Hebrew reading with the
game "Bingo". I am very happy to report
that after only a few days our
reading has immensely improved.
We would like to wish a very happy
birthday to Chaya Khaimova, and
congratulate Moshe Jaffe for being
the student of the month!
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The highlight of this month was "The Cloud
Project" that students loved preparing. The
aim was to get students aquatinted with the
process of observation and recording their
observation.
The process included photographing the
clouds, and printing out the photos. Then,
students had to write the dates to show when
each picture was taken and also, write the
types of clouds shown in each photo. The
background information was given to them
prior to the project. They learned the names
and types of the clouds. Here's what we got
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Class IF is full steam ahead! We
are about to finish Perek Bet in
Mishnah Brachot. We learned all
about the proper way to say
shema. We know why the
paragraphs are in the order they
are in. We also know when one
may interrupt shema.
We have finished learning Hilchot
Kidudush. The boys know all
about the proper procedures for
saying Kidudush both on Friday
night and Shabbat day.
We are also almost finished
Parashat Chayei Sarah. We are
excited to start Parshat Toldot!
The boys were so excited to hear
that we tied for first place in the
cake decorating contest! We also
had a blast maKing fruit sticks
for Tu B'shvat.
We can't wait to see what the
second half of the year has in
store for us!!!
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This month we have learned about many new and
interesting topics. I am happy to say that I see
improvement in everyone in my class and hope that it
will continue.

Thumbs up to:
Jonathan for biggest improvement
Alex for being student of the month
Alan for best behavior and class participation
MATH:
 Dividing
 Line graphs
 Circle graphs
 Bar graphs

SCIENCE:
 Ecosystem
VOCABULARY:

LANGUAGE ARTS:
 Adjectives
 Idioms
 Personification
 Similes
 Learning how to write
proper letters
 Compound words
SOCIAL STUDIES:
Boston Massacre
Boston Tea Party
American Revolution

Students learn 12 new words
every week and are quizzed on
them
every
Tuesday;
If
everything
is
according
to
schedule. Please encourage your
child to use these new words
and be prepared for the quiz.
Note to parents:
Please check and sign your
child’s daily planner and all
his/her tests. He or she has
homework every day. Please
check and sign the reading logs.
We encourage student to read
at least for 30 minutes a day.
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Over the past few weeks, a lot has been going on in our class. In honor of Rosh
Chodesh, we had a dance and music celebration. The girls enjoyed it so much that we
decided to incorporate it into our weekly schedule. We learned some of the laws related
to Rosh Chodesh from the Kitzur Shulchan Aruch and spent a lot of time learning
about Tu B'Shvat. We took our learning to great heights by discussing some of the
deeper messages of the chag. The girls also researched the meaning of the Shivat
HaMinim, the 7 species of the Land of Israel, that we eat on Tu B'Shvat and presented
their projects at the Tu B'Shvat Fair. (See the interview and pictures on pages 28, 29,
30 for more detail.)
In Chumash, we learned about the Nazir and discussed what it really means to be holy.
You don't have to be a Rabbi and daven and learn Torah all day and night (though it is
a noble pursuit) to be holy. Anyone can be holy by being honest and doing the right
thing.Some other areas we've been working on include understanding the prayers we
recite, improving our Hebrew reading and vocabulary and further building our character.
Mazel tov to Sofiya on her Bat-Mitzvah & to DinaMorah
on her 13th birthday!
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Current Work
Vocabulary
Units 8 and 9
Preparation for Mid-Year Exams
Reading/ Literature
Sixth Grade Secrets- Chapters 8 to 15
Acts 2 and 3 “The Tempest” (play- William Shakespeare)
Responding to Quotations
Preparation for Mid- year exams
Writing/ Grammar
Finishing Verb Tenses
More Editing skills
Journals
Preparation for Mid- Year Exams
Science
Completed Newton’s Third Law
Labs 11 and 12
Earth Sciences (New Area)
Working on Science Fair Projects
N.B. Mid-Year Exams will be given the week of Feb. 24th.

Thumbs Up To …
Harleigh, Sofiya, Rivka, Liel, and Liora for being part of the Top Group for
December
Shlomo, Netenal, Simon, Gabriel and Nisim for their Science Weather Vane
project.
Benjamin, Joshua, Jonathan, Harleigh and Nathan M. for top academic
grades.
Nathan B. for excellence in cooperative work.
Liel, Liora and Sofiya for excellence in Drama
Alon for excellence in reading.
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Accomplishments and Goals
Math
 Adding and Subtracting Fractions with Like
and Unlike Denominators
 Adding and Subtracting Mixed Numbers
 Multiplying Fractions with Whole Numbers
 Multiplying Fractions and Mixed Numbers
 Dividing Fractions

Social Studies
 Early Indian Empires
 China’s First Dynasty
 The Chinese Empire
 Greek Civilization

Students are accomplishing and learning
a lot. Parents, please continue to
encourage your children to complete all
homework assignments and prepare for
tests!
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CURRENT WORK
VOCABULARY
Units – 8 and 9
Identifying shades of meaning within context
Preparation for Mid- Year exams

WRITING/ GRAMMAR
Journals
Extended responses
More editing skills
Conditional sentences

READING/ LITERATURE
The Pigman (book) Chapters 1 to 8
“Back There” (play) completed
Source Book (short stories / Literary responses)
Preparation for Mid- Year Exams

SCIENCE
Completed Labs 9 to 11
Lab reports on Momentum
Applying Chemistry/Physics to Geology
Working on Science Fair Projects
Research Papers/Science Fair Booklets
N.B. 7th Grade Mid-Year Exams will be given on Feb. 13.14, and 25th.

THUMBS UP TO …..
Channah, Rachel 1, Rachel 2, Dina and Elinor for being part of the top group for
December
Gabriel for excellence in reading
Jonathan for excellence on his Science project.
Michael for verbal presentations
Aaron for overall effort.
Ariel for improvement in reading.
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Accomplishments and Goals
Math










Solving Two-Step Equations
Graphing and Writing Inequalities
Solving Inequalities by Adding and Subtracting
Solving Inequalities by Multiplying and Dividing
Ratios
Unit Rates
Proportions
Similar Figures
Maps and Scale Drawings

Social Studies





Life in the Southern Colonies
Forming a Colonial Policy
A Time of Growth and Change for the Colonies
Competition for Empires

Students are accomplishing and learning a
lot. Parents, please continue to encourage
your children to complete all homework
assignments and prepare for tests!
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Greetings everyone! I’m coach Manny and I am
super-duper excited to be part of the Yeshiva
Primary Faculty. Listed below are things that
we have done and will do for the next few
weeks. Remember to wear the appropriate
foot wear and be extremely pumped for an
awesome thrill of fun gym activities!
WHATare
WEyou???
ARE DOING IN GYM
I’m pumped

 Be nice.
 Be careful.
 Be respectful.
 Proper Stretching
 Cooperative Sports Activities
 Be able to cooperate with others
 Safety - General & Personal Space
 Exhibit good sportsmanship qualities
 LOTS & LOTS & LOTS of FUN SPORTS

Appropriate & Safe Shoes
•Rubber soled athletic type shoes
•P.E shoes should have laces, Velcro
or at the very least fit snuggly so they
do not come offl
•All shoes should cover the heel of the
foot.
Inappropriate Unsafe Shoes
•Heeleys – even without wheels.
•Crocs
•Slip on athletic shoes without heels
•Clogs
•Dress shoes with heels

***Remember that eating a healthy
snack is important to providing good
nutrition for growth and development,
supporting lifelong healthy eating
habits and preventing diseases. Try a
healthy snack, your body will thank
you! (and maybe even mommy!)
“Leave all the afternoon for exercise and recreation, which are as
necessary as reading. I will rather say more necessary because health
is worth more than learning.”
…Thomas Jefferson
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A NEW YEAR
IN THE MIDDLE
OF WINTER???

What? New Year in the middle of the winter? Now I've heard everything!! But
seriously now, when it comes to the New Year, Rosh Hashana is just the
beginning....
If you think about it, there are lots of starting points throughout the year. The first
of Elul, is the beginning of the tax year for animals. For Maaser (tax) purposes, all
animals born after the first of Ellul are taxed the following year.
Rosh Hashana, on the first of Tishrei, begins a period of judgement for mankind.
The first of Nisan is called the "first month" in the Torah, commemorating a cycle
of freedom for the Jews when they left Mitzrayim (Egypt). It is also called the
"New Year for Kings." This was very important information in the time when
Israel's monarchy ruled, because all documents were dated by the year of the
king's rule. For example, if a king ascended to the throne, even a day before the
first of Nisan, when Nisan rolled around it was considered his second year on the
throne. Any official documents written from that day on would say, "In the second
year of the reign of King So and So."
The same rule counts when it comes to Tu B'Shvat, the "New Year of the Trees."
Actually, it's a flowery way to say "tax season begins now...." In the time of the
Bait Hamikdash (Holy Temple) farmers were taxed on their crops and produce as
well as their animals.

NEW YEAR
FOR WHAT??

The Mitzvot relating to crops and produce are only practiced in Eretz Yisroel (the
land of Israel). (Nowadays, with no Bait Hamikdash, some of these Mitzvot are
observed differently than that which will be described here. However, the
observance of these Mitzvot is still mandatory.)
After grains and fruit are gathered, there is a mandatory gift (tax) called
"Terumah" that must be given to any person who is a Kohain, (priest). After this
gift is given, there are then a series of gifts (tax) called "Ma'aser," meaning "a
tenth."

There are three kinds of "Ma'aser:"
Ma'aser Rishon
Ma'aser Sheni
Ma'aser Ani
The first of these Ma'aser gifts is called "Ma'aser Rishon" - The First Tenth. This
gift, consisting of 1/10th of the harvest, is given by the farmer to any member of
Shevet (tribe of) Levi only after "Terumah" has been taken.
After this gift has been given to the Levi, there are two other Ma'aser gifts, only
one of which is taken in any particular year. (There is a system that dictates
which Ma'aser is given in which year). The first of these "gifts" is called "Ma'aser
Sheni" - The Second Tenth. This "gift" consists of 1/10 of the remaining crops,
and it is taken by its owner to Yerushalayim (Jerusalem) to be eaten there.
The other "Ma'aser" is "Ma'aser Ani" - The Tenth of the Poor. This "gift" consists
of 1/10th of the remaining crops, and it is given to poor people.
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15th of Shvat - the New Year for Trees. Any fruit ripening after Tu B'Shvat is to
be assessed for tithing only during the following tax season.
For example:
The present Jewish year is 5774. If a fruit was formed on the tree before the 15th
of Shvat 5774, it is included with all fruits that were formed from the 15 Shvat
5773 until 15 Shvat 5774.
If the fruit was formed after Shvat 15, 5774, it is included with the fruits formed
from 15 Shvat 5774until 15 Shvat 5775 for purposes of determining to which
year's gift it will be subject.
This is the significance of the New Year for Trees. Any crops harvested from the
15th of Shvat are counted for that year.

WHY
SHVAT?

HOW WE
CELEBRATE

Then there's the law that states that a farmer may not harvest a tree during it's
first three years (Orlah). If a farmer plants a tree on the 14th of Shvat, the tree's
already a year old on the 15th of Shvat. (pretty neat trick, eh?).
The question remains: Why is this new year in the month of Shvat? The Talmud,
Tractate Rosh HaShana tells us that by this point in the year, the majority of the
rainfall to come during the year has already arrived. Therefore, the trees have
already started to grow, and this is the time when fruits begin forming on the
trees. Because the fruits begin to grow at this time, it is fitting that we start the
New Year for the tree (which has significance to the fruits produced and the
gifts the fruit are subject to) at this time.
In Eretz Yisroel, the 15th of Shvat is the day when new sap starts to rise in the
trees. It is a time of rejuvenation. It teaches us the important lesson that even in
times that seem darkest, there is new life, in times of sorrow there is hope, and
in times of Galut, (exile) there is the light of Moshiach.
What better way to celebrate the birthday of trees than to actually plant a tree.
There are all kinds of organizations and groups that are dedicated to planting
trees in the forests of Eretz Yisroel. You can also plant a tree in your own neck
of the woods if you want to. Tu B'Shvat is the perfect time to protest
deforestation and the shrinking of the rain forests, although there's no
particular mitzvah to do so.

CHONI
HAMA'AGEL
(the Circle
Drawer)

There are varied customs regarding eating fruit on Tu B'Shvat. Some have the
custom to eat the seven species of fruits that grow in Eretz Yisroel. This "Top
Seven" selection is based on a verse in Devarim: (8,8) "...a land of WHEAT and
BARLEY and (GRAPE) VINES and FIG trees and POMEGRANATES, a land of
OLIVE trees and (DATE) honey." Others have a custom of eating fifteen species
of fruit (the "top 7" and eight more). In today’s "global fruitopia," where fruits
from all over the world are available from our grocers, we mix it up: starting with
the "top 7", we move on to local fruity favorites and throw in a "new fruit" (that
we haven't eaten this year) in order to be able to make the Bracha (blessing) of
Shehechiyanu.
Tu B'Shvat is a celebration of continuity. After all, what says "I am here for you
just as I was here for your fathers, and I will be here for your children just as I
am here for you" like a tree. In some cases, it takes longer than one lifetime for
a tree to come to "fruition."
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The original
story of
Rip Van
Winkle

Here's a story (From the Talmud - Tractate Taanit 23a) that teaches just
that lesson (and something to think about while we munch on bokser
fruit): Why do we eat bokser (carob fruit) on Chamisha Asar B’Shvat (the
15th of Shvat)?
The traditional answer is found in the fascinating story of Choni
Hama’agel (the circle-drawer). One day, as Choni was traveling along the
road, he saw a man planting a carob tree.
Choni asked him, "How long will it take for this tree to bear fruit?"
"Seventy years," the man replied.
"Do you think that you will live another 70 years?" Choni asked.
The man replied, "I found carob trees growing when I was born, because
my forefathers planted them for me, so I, too, plant them for my children."
Thereupon Choni sat down to have a meal, and sleep overcame him. As
he slept, a rock formation grew around him hiding him from sight. He
continued to sleep for 70 years. When he woke up he saw what looked
like the same man gathering beautiful fruit from the carob tree.
"Are you the man who planted this tree?" Choni asked.
"No, I am his grandson," the man replied. Choni then realized that he had
slept for 70 years!! Choni returned home and found that his son had died
but his grandson was still alive. He said to the members of his household,
"I am Choni Hama’agel!!" but they did not believe him, as seventy years
had passed since Choni had last been seen.
He left and went to the Beit Midrash (study hall) and announced, "I am
Choni Hama’agel," but no one believed him, and they did not show him
any respect. Choni, in utter despair, prayed for Divine mercy and died. To
this Rava observed, "For this reason people say, "Give me
companionship or give me death!"

A
SPECIAL
TREE

The B'nai Yesasschar writes of another custom which is alluded to in the
Mishna which tells us about the New Year for Trees. The Mishna calls the
new year "Rosh HaShana L'Ilan," The New Year for a Tree. Why did the
Mishna refer to "tree" in the singular rather than in the plural? Why wasn't
the new year called "Rosh HaShana L'Ilanot," The New Year for Trees?
The answer, the B'nai Yesaschar writes, stems from something our sages
have told us: On Tu B'Shvat, we should pray that come next Sukkot, we
are able to acquire a beautiful and kosher Etrog, so we can fulfill the
commandment of taking that one of the Four Species to the fullest. (For
more information on the taking of the Four Species on Sukkot, see our
Sukkot pages). This is alluded to by the Mishna's use of the word "tree" in
the singular: THE tree that we need in order to fulfill a commandment
begins its new year, and in order to assure that we can obtain the fruit of
THAT tree, we should pray for it on this day.
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Hey everyone I’m Morah Nasirov. The way I connect to the sheva minim in
my everyday life is that these are 7 holy species of Israel, and they
represent what we should infuse in our lives with kidushah and we should
always have a connection with Israel. Tu beshvat is a symbol of hope. We
think trees are dead during winter, but they are really starting to rise from
within. In life sometimes we have hard times, just like a tree pulls through
the cold and snowy days of winter we to should also be strong. Even if we
fall we should get right back up and be solid. A good comparison between
human and tree is Mitzva Goreret Mitzva, One mitzvah causes us to do
another mitzvah. When you plant a tree you put in just a few seeds but
when it grows you have many juicy fruits. Just start with one mitzvah and
you will see it will be easier because one mitzvah leads to another.

My name is Liora Mazal Michaelov and I am 11 years
old. The specie that I am presenting is chocolate
covered grapes. The way grapes are said in Hebrew
is “Navim”. The way I connect with this specie in my
everyday life is that when I eat grapes I enjoy the
taste. I live around a bunch of trees and I make sure
to water them. When I was a kid, I always used to say
happy birthday to the trees when it was Tu B’shvat.
The reason we need to celebrate Tu B’shvat, is
because we need to say thanks to the tree for
oxygen and for giving us fruit. The way a human is
compared to a tree is that we live and breathe just
like trees.

My name is Channah Yadgarov and I’m 13 years old. The
specie I’m presenting is figs, which is called “Te’ena” in
Hebrew. The reason I connect with this specie is
because it has a pit inside it which is like a heart in a
human, so it symbolizes humanity. What Tu Beshvat
means to me is that we have to thank Hashem for giving
us trees and through trees we can have oxygen and
shade. The reason why we need to celebrate Tu Bishvat
is we need to be thankful for the produce we get from
trees. A human is compared to a tree because it stands
tall and brave, like a person.
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My name is Rachel Isharov and I’m 12 years
old. The specie that I’m presenting is figs.
The way you say figs in Hebrew is “Te’ena’’.
The way I connect with this specie, is
because it has many seeds just like we have
the 613 mitzvoth. A human is compared to a
tree because we are both judged, but at
different times.
My name is Liel Levy, I’m 12 years old and
the specie I’m presenting is Olives and in
Hebrew it’s called “Zeytim”. The way I
connect with olives is it produces oil and we
use oil everyday when I cook. Tu beshvat is
the birthday for trees. We need to
celebrate Tu beshvat because it gives us
wood, fruits, paper and furniture. Humans
are compared to a tree because we both
need water to live.

My name is Rivka Jaffe and I’m 12 years
old. The specie I’m presenting is Barley
seeds, and in Hebrew it’s called “Se’ora”.
The way I connect to this specie is
because it’s a healthy dish and it’s good
for cholesterol balance. Tu beshvat is a
holiday for the trees. The way a tree is
compared to a human is just like a tree
has so many leaves, we the Jews have so
many Mitzvot.

My name is Elinor Aba, I’m 12 years old.
The specie I’m presenting is olives,
which is known as “Zeytim” in Hebrew.
The way I connect with olive oil, is that
every Chanukah I light the menorah
with olive oil. We need to celebrate Tu
B’shvat because we need to say thanks
for all the produce they give us. The
way humans are compared to trees is
we are both are alive.
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My name is Dina Ibragimova and I’m 13 years old. The
specie I’m presenting is wheat which is Chita in
Hebrew. The way I connect to wheat is because
women have to make challa for Shabbat and we use
wheat. Tu B’shvat is a birthday for trees. We need to
celebrate Tu B’shvat because we need to thank the
trees for everything they give us. The way humans
are compared to trees is that we both need water
and water is compared to Torah.
My name is Harleigh Schehr and I’m 11 years old. The
specie I’m presenting is Dates which are “Tamarim” in
Hebrew. Dates are really sweet and we need to be
sweet to people, that’s the way I connect to dates. Tu
B’shvat is a new year for trees. The reason we need to
celebrate Tu B’shvat is because we get so much form
trees and we need to give back by celebrating them.
The way a human is compared to trees is just the way
a tree is giving we need to be giving to people.
My name is Sofiya Israeilov and I’m 12 years old. The
specie I’m presenting is pomegranate and in Hebrew
it’s called “Rimon”. The way I connect to this specie
is that just like we the Jewish people are full of
mitzvoth the Rimon is full of seeds. What Tu B’shvat
means to me is celebrating the trees, and we say
Shecheyanu. The reason we need to celebrate Tu
B’shvat is because they are Hashem’s creation and
we need to respect them. The way a human is
compared to a tree is that just like a tree has a root
the Jewish people are connected to the Torah.

My name is Rachel Iskhakbayev and I’m
12 years old. The specie I’m presenting is
wheat which is called ”Chita” in Hebrew.
The way I connect to this is because it’s
put in my favorite foods, like pizza,
cookies and bread for Shabbos. The way
humans are compared to trees is just like
we need water to live and grow so do
trees.
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1) How do you make seven an even number?
Take the s out!
2) Question: Why are ghost’s bad liars?
Answer: Because you can see right through them
3) What dog can jump higher than a building?
Any dog, buildings can't jump!
4) Q. why did the elephant paint himself different colors?
A. so he could hide in the crayon box
5) Q: What's black and white and makes a lot of noise?
A: A zebra with a drum kit.
6) How do you make a fruit punch?
A: Give it boxing lessons.
7) Why did the sheep go to the Deli
A: to get some snaaahcks
8) Q. What do you call a sheep that is covered in chocolate?
A. A Hershey baaaaaar!
9) Q. What lies at the bottom of the sea and shakes?
A. A nervous shipwreck!
10)Q. What has four legs but can't walk?
A. a chair!!!!!!!!!!!
11) Why did the turkey cross the road?
To show it wasn’t a chicken
12) Why is a horse like a wedding?
Because they both need a GROOM!!!
13) Q: Why did the boy take a pencil to bed?
A: to draw the curtains!
14) Q. Why was Moshe carrying a ladder?
A: Because he was going to high school
15) Q: What did the math book say to the other math book?
A: Boy do I have problems.
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